All body shaper designs are available in stretch polyester rib knit or nylon spandex stretch flex... the choice is yours!

A. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
   BSLSC-088S Solid Back  $141.95
   BSLSC-088 Front/Back Design  $170.95
   Cut out shoulders. Only striping option available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Custom.
   Stretch Flex Skirt  SKVWAS  $72.95
   V-waist A-line w/side slits.

B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
   BSLSC-062S Solid Back  $104.95
   Shown in 3-point neck w/butterfly collar, metallic/iridescent striping & rhinestones. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Aachen.
   Stretch Flex Skirt  SKVWAS  $63.95
   V-waist A-line w/side slits.

C. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
   BSLSC-064S Solid Back  $138.95
   BSLSC-064 Front/Back Design  $166.95
   Stretch Flex Skirt  SKVWAS  $79.95
   A-line asymmetrical w/low back.

D. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
   BSLSC-092S Solid Back  $122.95
   BSLSC-092 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $147.95
   Stretch Flex Skirt  SKVWAS  $79.95
   Low rise A-line w/side slit & bottom stripe.

call to order 1-800-749-9694
A. Crop Body Shaper
BSLSC-007 Front/Back Design  $96.95
Shown in wide round neck. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Custom.

Body Shaper Skirt  SKASP5  $72.95
A-line w/elastic striped waistband (no zipper) & side panels.

B. Body Shaper
BSLSV-204S Solid Back  $118.95
Shown in v-neck, rhinestones, metallic striping & panels. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Custom.

Skirt  SKAFS2  $60.95
A-line w/high front slit.

C. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-063S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLSC-063 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $141.95

Stretch Flex Skirt  SKASP2  $61.95

D. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-089S Solid Back  $132.95
BSLSC-089 Front/Back Design  $155.95
Keyhole back. Shown in v-neck & medium polka dot panels. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Custom.

Stretch Flex Skirt  SKASP6  $71.95
A-line w/side panels & side slits.

cute polka dot bags have you traveling in style!
A. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLC-508S Solid Back $126.95
BSLC-508 Front/Back Design $155.95
Shown in v-neck, metallic striping & metallic mist panels. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Metro.

Stretch Flex Skirt SKVWY2 $102.95

B. Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSV-063S Solid Back $122.95
BSLSV-063 Front/Back Design $134.95

Shown in metallic striping & shattered glass panels. Only striping option available. Lettering Embroidery #INF-1 & #2PB.

Skirt SKDASP1 $83.95
Diagonal yoke A-line w/side panel & side slits.

C. Body Shaper
BSLSR-067S Solid Back $143.95
BSLSR-067 Front/Back Design w/side zip $167.95
Asymmetrical front/back w/cut out shoulder. Single gauntlet included. All options available. Lettering Embroidery #INF-1 & #2PB.

Skirt SKVWASP3 $72.95
V-waist A-line w/side panels & slits.

D. Body Shaper
BSLSC-068 Solid Back $140.95
V-back w/keyhole. Shown in square neck & metallic/iridescent striping. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Custom & Stars.

Skirt SKVWASP3 $72.95
V-waist A-line w/side panels & slits.

cut out SHOULDER!

Unique back styles
get you noticed!

customize
scripts • necklines
crop or full length
choose your fabric
stretch pol y rib knit or nylon spandex
stretch flex

broadway cheerleading • body shapers
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broadway cheerleading • body shapers
A. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLS-094S Solid Back  $141.95
BSLSC-094 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $166.95
Mock turtleneck w/back zip & cut out shoulders.
Shown in metallic striping, hologram panels & rhinestones. Only striping option available.
Lettering Tackle Twill-Custom.
Stretch Flex Skirt  SKAVS4  $72.95
V-waist A-line w/front notch & side slits. Lettering Tackle Twill-Star.

B. Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLS-361S Solid Back  $96.95
BSLS-361 Front/Back Design  $146.95
shown in mock turtleneck w/back zip & specialty striping. All options available. Lettering Embroidery #601 & Tackle Twill-Star.

C. Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLS-357S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLS-357 Front/Back Design  $146.95
Double scoop neckline w/metallic necklines & hologram panels. All options available. Lettering Embroidery #601 & Tackle Twill-Star.

D. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLS-364S Solid Back  $119.95
BSLC-364 Front/Back Design  $146.95
Stretch Flex Skirt  SKAVS4  $72.95
V-waist A-line w/fur front notch & side slits. Lettering Tackle Twill-Star.

broadway cheerleading • body shapers

call to order 1-800-749-9694

sew-in dot briefs
available in 16 colors!

customize
scripta • necklines
crop or full length
choose your fabric
stretch pages w/knit on-nylon spandex
forever & stripes

754x193

customize
scripta • necklines
crop or full length
choose your fabric
stretch pages w/knit on-nylon spandex
forever & stripes

754x193

broadway cheerleading • body shapers
A. Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSV-506S Solid Back  $134.95
BSLSV-506 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $149.95
Stretch Flex Skirt  SKASP3  $67.95
Elastic waist (no zipper) A-line w/ side panels & side slits.

B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-084S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLSC-084 Front/Back Design  $134.95
Stretch Flex Skirt  SKDAFS2L  $85.95
Low rise diagonal yoke A-line w/ high front slit.

call to order 1-800-749-9694

Matching zebra briefs in stock! Custom order briefs available in any speciality fabric of your choice. See pg. 97 for details!
A. Body Shaper  
BSLSR-072 Solid Back  $133.95  
BSLSR-072 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $168.95  
Shown in wide 3-point neck, metallic striping & rhinestones. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Classic & Paw.  

Skirt  SKVYASP5  $85.95  
V-yoke A-line w/vertical side panels & side slits.

B. Crop Body Shaper  
BSLS-10S Solid Back  $118.95  
BSLSC-10 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $135.95  
Shown in v-neck, iridescent striping & panels. All options available. Lettering Embroidery #ATBR-1, #STR-01 & #1PB.  

Skirt  SKVWAB3  $67.95  
V-waist box pleat.

C. Body Shaper  
BSLSV-09S Solid Back  $122.95  
BSLSV-09 Front/Back Design  $140.95  

Skirt  SKAVS3  $67.95  
A-line w/front notch & side slits.

D. Crop Body Shaper  
BSLSS-044S Solid Back  $114.95  
BSLSS-044 Front/Back Design  $120.95  
Mock turtleneck w/back zip, cut out front w/asymmetrical bottom & bridal point sleeves w/elastic loop. Shown in metallic fabric & rhinestones. Lettering Tackle Twill-Specialty Mascot. Contact customer service for designs/pricing.  

Skirt  SKAVC1L  $72.95  
Low rise A-line w/high front notch & contrasting panel.

Envision it... design it... and we will do the rest!

Our new sling bags are perfect for poms and personal items!

Back to back detail!

customized... crop or full length choose your fabric stretch poly rib knit or nylon spandex stretch hex

broadway cheerleading • body shapers

call to order 1-800-749-9694
A. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-091S Solid Back  $126.95
BSLSC-091 Front/Back Design  $155.95
Asymmetrical front/back w/cut out shoulder. Shown in shattered glass panels. Only striping option available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Star.
Stretch Flex Skirt  SKASP9  $77.95
A-line w/side slits. Lettering Tackle Twill-Star.

B. Body Shaper
BSLSL-102S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLSL-102 Front/Back Design  $140.95
Shown in mock turtleneck w/back zip. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Classic.
Skirt  SK3PF2  $74.95
3 pleat flared skirt.

C. Body Shaper
BSLSR-403S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLSR-403 Front/Back Design w/side zip  $152.95
Shown in v-neck & metallic striping. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Varsity.
Skirt  SKVYAFS2  $79.95
V-yoke A-line w/high front slit.

D. Body Shaper
BSLSR-047S Solid Back  $122.95
BSLSR-047 Front/Back Design  $140.95
Skirt  SKAP1  $67.95
A-line w/side slit in red, white, or blue.

E. Body Shaper
BSLSR-071S Solid Back  $126.95
BSLSR-071 Front/Back Design  $155.95
Shown in mock turtleneck w/back zip & metallic striping. All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Star & Rasten.
Skirt  SKA0S1  $61.95
A-line skirt w/no front slit or side slits.

**customize**
- Stripes - necklines
- Crop or Full Length
- Choose your fabric
- Stretch Poly Rib Knit or Nylon Spandex Stretch Flex
**Use a specialty fabric in your design and lettering to amplify your look!**

### A. Body Shaper
- BSLSR-042S Solid Back $122.95
- BSLSR-042 Front/Back Design $146.95
- Shown in mock turtleneck with back zip, rhinestones & iridescent striping. Only striping option available. Lettering: Tackle Twill - Varsity.
- Skirt SKAFS2 $60.95
  - A-line with high front slit.

### B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
- BSLSC-511S Solid Back $129.95
- BSLSC-511 Front/Back Design $159.95
- Shown in mock turtleneck with back zip, rhinestones & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill - Custom.
- Stretch Flex Skirt SKASS1L $74.95
  - Low rise A-line with side slits.

### C. Crop Body Shaper
- BSLSC-07S Solid Back $118.95
- BSLSC-07 Front/Back Design $135.95
- Shown in v-neck, rhinestones, metallic striping & panels. All options available. Lettering: Embroidery #ATBR-2.
- Skirt SKAVS4 $72.95
  - V-waist A-line with front notch & side slits.

### D. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
- BSLSC-074S Solid Back $126.95
- BSLSC-074 Front/Back Design $149.95
- Shown in wide 3-point neck, metallic mist panels & rhinestones. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill - Custom.
- Stretch Flex Short VRSH-20L $42.95
  - Low rise A-line with side slits.

---

**NOW is the time to rock your look!**

Use a specialty fabric in your design and lettering to amplify your look!
**School team or All-Star Squad**

Broadway has the most striping options to create your individual look!

- Polyester
- Metallic / Iridescent / Shimmer
- Specialty knit in patterns
- Any of our specialty fabrics - metallic mist, hologram, shattered glass, activator, wild kingdom, polka dot, or novelty patterns

**A. Stretch Flex Body Shaper**

- BSLSR-095 Solid Back  $123.95
- BSLSR-095 Front/Back Design with side zip  $147.95

Y-back straps. Shown in shattered glass striping. Only striping option available. Lettering: Customizable Bella
tackle twill.

**B. Crop Body Shaper**

- BSLSC-057 Front/Back Design with side zip  $118.95


**C. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper**

- BSVC-632R Solid Back  $88.95
- BSVC-632 Front/Back Design with side zip  $107.95

Shown in 3-point neck, metallic striping, & hologram panels. Only striping option available. Lettering: Customizable Bella
tackle twill.

**D. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper**

- BSLSC-061S Solid Back  $130.95
- BSLSC-061 Front/Back Design  $148.95

Shown in v-neck, metallic/iridescent striping & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Customizable Bella
tackle twill.

**Add impact to your uniform!**

- Choker  CH-01  $8.00
  - Snap closure. Shown in iridescent striping & rhinestones. (Metallic/Iridescent/Shimmer +$1.00 / Specialty Fabric +$2.00).

**Call to order 1-800-749-9694**

broadway cheerleading • body shapers
**Broadway Cheerleading • Body Shapers**

**A. Body Shaper**
- BSLSR-066 Solid Back $122.95
- BSLSR-066 Front/Back Design w/side zip $152.95
  - Shown in triangle neckline, metallic striping & rhinestones. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Aachen.
  - Skirt SKVYAFS2 $79.95

**B. Body Shaper**
- BSLSR-198 Solid Back $141.95
- BSLSR-198 Front/Back Design w/side zip $182.95
  - Skirt SKAFS2 $60.95

**C. Body Shaper**
- BSLSR-042 Solid Back $122.95
- BSLSR-042 Front/Back Design $146.95
  - Shown in mock turtleneck w/back zip, metallic striping, small leopard panels & rhinestones. Only striping option available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Varsity.
  - Skirt SKAFS2 $60.95

**D. Body Shaper**
- BSLSR-019 Solid Back $132.95
- BSLSR-019 Front/Back Design w/side zip $162.95
  - Shown in square neck, metallic striping & crystals. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Buckhead.
  - Skirt 38MB2 $79.95

**E. Body Shaper**
- BSLSR-042 Solid Back $132.95
- BSLSR-042 Front/Back Design w/side zip $162.95
  - Shown in square neck, metallic striping & crystals. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Buckhead.
  - Skirt 38MB2 $79.95

**F. Men's Shirt**
- SHP-007 Solid Back $90.95
- SHP-007 Front/Back Design $101.95
  - Shown in crew neck, metallic striping & shattered glass panel. All options available. 

**Matching Leopard Boy Cut Briefs**

**Custom Order Briefs Available in Any Specialty Fabric of Your Choice.**

**Call to Order 1-800-749-9694**
A. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in nautical stretch knit-c, metallic striping 4 panel. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

B. Body Shaper
BSL169-45 Solid Back $133.95
BSL169-45 Front/Back Design w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Body Shaper Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only. Shown in red pant option.

C. Body Shaper
BSL151-30 Solid Back $135.95
BSL151-30 Front/Back Design w/strp. $189.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Body Shaper Skirt SKAS4 $72.95
A line article only. Shown in red pant option.

D. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

E. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

F. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

G. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

H. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

I. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

J. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

K. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

L. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

M. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

N. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

O. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

P. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

Q. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

R. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

S. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

T. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

U. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

V. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

W. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

X. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

Y. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

Z. Body Shaper
BSL50A-30 Solid Back $112.95
BSL518-45 Front/Back Design
w/strp. $188.95
Shown in red, metallic/Athletic Tackle Twill striping 4 fabric. All options available. Lettng Embroidery #29B-$2.95
Skirt SKAS7 $72.95
A line article only.

call to order 1-800-749-9694
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Back Style</th>
<th>Color Options</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-06 Solid Back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-06 Front/back Design w/ keyhole back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in round neck and hologram striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Solid Back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with back zip and metallic striping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Front/back Design</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-505 Solid Back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in round neck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-505 Front/back Design</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in round neck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Front/back Design</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with keyhole back. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Solid Back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Solid Back</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Crop Body Shaper</td>
<td>BSLSC-20 Front/back Design</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown in mock turtleneck with metallic striping. All options available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Call to Order:** 1-800-749-9694

**New!**
- Athletic Gold Metallic Poms
- Freedom to Move

**Features:**
- Customizable necklines
- Choose your fabric: stretch poly rib knit or nylon spandex
- Stretch flex & freedom to move

**Body Shaper Options:**
- **Skirt**
  - SKAVS4: $72.95
  - SKAVS1: $61.95

**Lettering Options:**
- Tackle Twill
- Embroidery
- Custom

**Fabric Options:**
- Stretch Poly Rib Knit
- Stretch Flex
- Metallic Fabric

**Additional Options:**
- Tuck-in panels
- Boa trim
- Shaping bands
- Embroidery patches
A. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLC5-0015 Solid Back $122.95
BSLC5-0020 Front/Back Design $148.95
Shown in v-neck, metallic/iridescent striping & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Brush w/Fire Tail.
Stretch Flex Skirt SKVWAHP5 $88.95
V-waist A-line w/hip panels & side slits.
B. Crop Body Shaper
BSLC5-0015 Solid Back $122.95
BSLC5-0020 Front/Back Design $148.95
Shown in v-neck, metallic/iridescent striping & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Metro.
Body Shaper Skirt SK3PF2 $74.95
3 pleat flier.
C. Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLC5-0015 Solid Back $116.95
BSLC5-0020 Front/Back Design $134.95
Shown in v-neck, metallic/iridescent striping & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Star.
Skirt SKVWB12 $84.95
V-waist 12 box pleat.
D. Crop Body Shaper
BSLC5-0015 Solid Back $122.95
BSLC5-0020 Front/Back Design $140.95
Shown in v-neck, metallic/iridescent striping & shattered glass panels. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Metro.
Body Shaper Skirt SKASP3 $67.95
E. Body Shaper
BSLC5-0015 Solid Back $116.95
BSLC5-0020 Front/Back Design w/side zip $153.95
Shown in 3-point neck. All options available. Lettering: Tackle Twill-Metro.
Skirt SKVWB12 $84.95
V-waist 12 box pleat.

Specialty fabric lettering gets you noticed!

Custom order briefs available in any specialty fabric of your choice!
See pg. 97 for details.
Razzle Dazzle

Cosmetics

CUSTOMIZED TEAM KITS!

Contact customer service for info.

A. Crop Body Shaper
BSLSC-14 Solid Back $141.95
BSLSC-14 Front Back Design
w/straps $146.95
3-point neck w/criss cross straps
shown in rhinestones, metallic stripes & iridescent panels.
Custom options available.
Lettering Embroidery-Custom.

Body Shaper Skirt SKAVWV3 $71.95
V-waist A-line w/front notch.

B. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-10 Solid Back $86.95
BSLSC-10 Front Back Design $103.95
shown in v-neck & metallic stripes.
All options available. Lettering Embroidery #SCR-1.

Stretch Flex Pant VBPNTK-20L $66.95
Low rise V-waist boot cut pant.

C. Crop Body Shaper
BSLSC-65 Solid Back $122.95
BSLSC-65 Front Back Design $140.95
shown in v-neck. All options available.
Lettering Embroidery-Custom.


D. Crop Body Shaper
BSLSC-70 Solid Back $122.95
BSLSC-70 Front Back Design $140.95
shown in v-neck. All options available.
Lettering Embroidery-Custom.


E. Crop Stretch Flex Body Shaper
BSLSC-65 Solid Back $112.95
BSLSC-65 Front Back Design $130.95
shown in v-neck & metallic stripes.
All options available. Lettering Embroidery #SCR-1.

Stretch Flex Pant VBPNTK-20L $66.95
Low rise V-waist boot cut pant.


DETAILS make all the difference!

Customize stripes & necklines
Crop or Full Length
CHOOSE YOUR fabric

stretch poly rib knit or nylon spandex stretch flex

CUSTOMIZED TEAM KITS!

Contact customer service for info.

call to order 1-800-749-9694